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ntrepreneur and tech billionaire Bill Gates once said: “How you manage, gather and use information
determines whether you win or lose.” In selling timber products, information and its use are
fundamental to profitable business.
Merchant staff in possession of the right timber knowledge and product information can sell more
confidently to builders, and gainfully augment the reputation of their business. Builders and architects,
equipped by local merchants with the correct facts about timber products and their potential uses, can
similarly build their standing, designing creative and cost-effective timber new-builds and refurbishments.
Understanding markets and their needs, and connecting the dots to relevant product supply, provides
opportunities for improving margins in the already profitable timber category. This issue looks at
developments in the key wood products which sell throughout the winter. We also investigate how to do
better timber business in a range of marketplaces, from the joinery and kitchens sectors to room in the roof
conversions, featuring views from your prospective customer base.
TTF members are in the business of providing products and information, training and knowledge to
empower the supply chain, as we can see throughout this issue of Trusted Timber. Many Federation
members deliver their own training programmes, while at the Federation we too deliver continuing
professional development. Two examples this autumn are our recent well-attended full-day seminar on
fire risk and timber products, and our new UK Wood Panels conference coming soon at the beginning of
November, likely to become an annual fixture in the trade’s calendar.
The Timber Trade Federation is also reaching out to end user markets to assist our merchant sector
customers in driving new business. We have recently forged new links with the Federation of Master
Builders to provide timber information and knowledge. We have also launched a series of architectural case
studies called ‘TimberWorks’ showing timber’s design potential and highlighting the responsible sourcing
practised by TTF members.
Merchant advice to builder customers needs to be built on a sound understanding. We accept that
the timber trade’s former tendency to create a mystique around wood products has not helped to
promote knowledge-sharing, especially in the case of timber treatments. In a modern-day context, where
information is seen as a right rather than a privilege, and where a culture of safety and risk management
is embedded in business, the use of the right information determines, as Bill Gates puts it, “whether you
win or lose”. The TTF has implemented a new Action Plan on timber treatments to make it obvious, in plain
English, which kind of timber treatment is needed for which end use application. It’s all part of our potent
drive to provide our customers in the merchant sector with ‘Timber you can Trust’.
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PRESERVATIVE TIMBER

PRESERVATIVE TREATED TIMBER:
NEW INFORMATION CAMPAIGN

R

esearch in 2017 by the Timber Trade
Federation (TTF) and the Wood
Protection Association to grow the
market for preservative-treated timber
revealed supply chain product knowledge as
a central factor in selling treated Timber you
can Trust. A subsequent survey of Builders
Merchants Federation members revealed similar
needs for greater information, to ensure the
correct type of treated timber is being sold for
the builder’s proposed end use. The TTF has
now produced an Action Plan, with information
dissemination at its heart, to tackle the
identified issues.
The Federation has set out a timetable,
culminating in its AGM in June 2019, for
members to adopt three key proposals:
• That treated wood is unambiguously labelled
as fit for the intended purpose;
• That customers throughout the supply chain
are provided with adequate information to use
treated products safely and effectively;
• That preservative treated wood is being
procured or purchased from operators who
have been independently-assessed by a
reputable accreditation scheme.
Verification data would be reported through
the existing Responsible Purchasing Policy, to
which all TTF members must adhere, as part of
the annual reporting cycle.
Timber Trade Federation members and wider
industry are being consulted in the coming
months as to how best to achieve identification,
labelling and understanding of timber
treatment types and the technical Use Classes
which define how such timber can be used.
The TTF is developing guidance on compliance

Pic: Arbor Forest
Products

USE CLASSES AND TIMBER
PRODUCTS
The TTF is consulting on the following plain
English definitions
Use Class
2
3
4

options for its members, with a view to
adopting the policy formally in June 2019.
“There is a general misconception that
‘treated timber’ or ‘green treated’ are the
only terms which merchants need to know
when selling to builders,” says David Hopkins,
managing director of the Timber Trade
Federation. “In reality the level of timber
treatment needs to be specific to the product’s
end use. So for example ‘treated carcassing’
may be suitable for Use Class 2, for internal
use only. It would not be appropriate or safe
to sell material treated to Use Class 2 for uses
like decking joists. Any timber that comes into
temporary or permanent contact with the
ground must be treated to Use Class 4,” TTF’s
David Hopkins confirms.
The TTF is encouraging discussion on plain
English descriptions of the Use Classes so
there can be no doubt at merchant counter
level which product is suitable for which use.
“Members are already looking at embedding
the Use Classes in their product codes,”
explains David Hopkins. “If word-based
descriptions can be added to documentation
there will be less difficulty for anyone across the
supply chain in identifying the correct product
for their customers.”

FIRST NATIONAL WOOD PANELS CONFERENCE

On 7th November in central London the Timber Trade Federation is staging its first UK Panels
Conference, open to builders’ merchants and TTF members. Wood-based panels have become
some of the fastest-growing product categories in the timber supply chain. This conference examines the state of the UK market, which is the fourth-largest market in the world for woodbased panels, and looks at innovative products to meet specific market needs. It will also look
at both sales and treatments.
Starting with a market overview, opportunities offered by both water-resistant and fire-resistant boards will then be examined. In a section on ‘Adding Value Post Production’ there will
be a session on treatments for wood-based panels, how to ‘sell up, not down’, and views and
demands from the architectural design sector will be aired. The half-day conference begins at
09.30 and tickets can be booked online at Eventbrite by searching for The UK Wood Panels
Conference 2018, or by e-mailing ksussex@ttf.co.uk. The event is free to TTF members.

Product uses
Internal use only
External use above ground only
Timber in contact with the ground

FIRE RETARDANT
PRODUCTS
HIGHLIGHTED

At a full-day technical seminar, ‘Fire: your
exposure to risk’, on 4th September in London, TTF members were given a detailed insight into legal considerations, understanding products and definitions, and product
installation and maintenance in relation to
timber products and fire.
The event was organised by the Timber
Trade Federation in conjunction with the
Wood Protection Association and the British
Woodworking Federation. The conference
followed hard on the heels of the Government’s consultation on the fire risk of ‘combustible materials’ in construction cladding,
which closed on 14th August.
The TTF seminar looked at wood products
with fire resistance built into their production, and products with fire retardance
added post-production, both for the open
market and for direct delivery to site.
Legal considerations throughout the supply
chain for fire-resistant products and treatments were discussed including: Breach of
Contract, Negligence, Breach of Statutory
Duty, and the Consumer Protection Act.
Taking place in advance of Fire Door Safety
Week, which was staged at the end of September, the event looked at three aspects of
fire doors, starting with a case study on the
manufacture of fire door blanks and leaves
imported into the UK. A discussion of fire
door sets followed, including CE marking.
The importance of installation and maintenance of fire doors was highlighted in a
further case study.
“The success of this seminar shows there is
a keen interest in maintaining timber and
wood products as a vital part of the construction supply chain,” says TTF managing
director David Hopkins.
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INNOVATION

Looks are
everything
Pic: Falcon Panel Products

New low
maintenance
timber alternative
The result of 15 years’ research,
Resysta cladding and decking is
a zero-emission product, 100%
recyclable, defect-free and waterresistant. Made from rice husks,
salt and mineral oil, Resysta is
dimensionally stable, colourfast and UV resistant. Unlike
conventional timber cladding
and decking, Resysta does not
silver with age but retains its
colouring. It is also exceptionally
low-maintenance. Workable in the
same way as wood, Resysta will
not splinter or crack.
With the same look and feel
as timber, Resysta products
need no preservative treatment
but can be lacquered if desired.
“For architects and specifiers
looking for a lower-maintenance,
environment-friendly, bio-based
product, Resysta offers a new
alternative,” says David Whitehill,
director of Compass Forest
Products, the sole UK importers.
Resysta cladding and decking
offer a minimum 15 year service
life. The products come with an
EN15804 Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD): carbon dioxide
is bonded within the rice husks,
compensating for any emissions
arising from production and
transport. Currently Resysta is
available through Compass’ sister
company, Falcon Panel Products.
Merchants receiving enquiries
about Resysta via their architect or
builder customers, are welcome to
contact Falcon Panel Products for
further details and assistance.
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The popularity of the look and feel of wood with
designers of interiors, kitchens, and particularly retail
environments, continues to grow. Offering a flexible
response to continuing demand, James Latham Timber
are promoting a range of decorative surface options
from European leader in veneer processing, Decospan
of Belgium. Each of Decospan’s four ranges, exclusive
to James Latham, takes a different approach to
recreating a timber feel to their surface, using colour,
markings and structure.
The Decospan Querkus range uses a mix of FSC®certified European Oak and reclaimed Oak timbers,
combined with wire brushing and patented ‘saw
effect’ scratching options, to impart character,
texture and authenticity. The different effects
can be customised to deliver the specifier’s exact
requirements.
Saving time and thus cost for shopfitters, Decospan
Shinnoki boards come in a choice of 16 wood veneer

Pic: James Latham

finishes. The boards are easy to work, but importantly
come pre-lacquered, saving time in the joinery. The
Decospan Nørdus range of finely-cut softwood and
Birch veneered panels receive a surface treatment
which brings out the 3D nature of the wood.
The most innovative concept is the Decospan
Look’likes range. It utilises abundant FSC®certified species such as Ayous, Spruce and Poplar
which receive a surface treatment giving them the
appearance of a different and potentially more costly
specie such as Oak, Ebony, Teak or Zebrano. As
marketing support, James Latham can offer brochures
and samples for merchants to show their joinery and
shopfitting customers.

Lake District weather tamed by Wood

With the amount of rain, high winds and cold
weather received by the Lake District, the choice of
MDF as a material to replace a mountain rescue box
for Coniston Mountain Rescue may seem surprising.
The MDF in question, though, was Medite’s Tricoya
Extreme (MTX), a ground-breaking MDF product
guaranteed for 50 years for external use, even in
touch climatic environments.
Pivotal to mountain rescue is the storage of lifesaving equipment at locations across the area, giving
access to stretchers, warm clothing, and ropes closer
to where they are needed, enabling rescuers to
climb unhindered. The iconic blue boxes of Coniston
Mountain Rescue have to withstand battering rain,
howling winds and pounding hailstorms, which
is why the team chose Medite Tricoya Extreme to

replace an old box in Dow Craig. The material had
previously been used by local joiner and member
of the rescue team, Rob Jones, for refurbishing 12
boat-house doors after the 2015 floods in the Lake
District.
“I found Medite Tricoya Extreme very easy to work
with, and as it is highly weather-resistant, I thought
it would be ideal to make our next rescue box,” Rob
Jones said. “The previous box hadn’t lasted well due
to the material not fronting up to the conditions, so it
was imperative we found something that could.”
Using material sourced from FSC®-certified
forests, Medite Tricoya Extreme panels are easy to
machine and can be cut to suit any situation. Such
modification will not affect its ability to withstand
the elements, thanks to weather-resistant technology
embedded during the board’s production. Additional
qualities include durability, dimensional stability
and its ability to be used in situations not normally
considered feasible for wood-based panel products.
“It was a pleasure to help support the work of
the Coniston Mountain Rescue team,” said Peter
Clifton, MTX’s Product Manager. “Rob’s finished box
is a fitting tribute to the great work of the mountain
rescue organisation and will serve its purpose for
many years to come.”

INNOVATION

Wood gives a helping hand
Just under a quarter of the UK’s population is
now aged 60 or over, according to Age UK’s
report this spring entitled ‘Later Life in the
United Kingdom’. How is the timber sector
responding to the demographic shift in users
and purchasers of its products?
With an expanding older population there
are certain products which can lend a helping
hand to those in need. Improved healthcare
and lifestyles are leading to many of us living
longer, but needing more support to do so.
The Office of National Statistics says that by
2036, over half of local authorities could have
25% or more of their local populations aged
65 or over. The latest English Housing Survey
reveals that 35% of households are outright
owners of their properties, thus potentially able
to invest in improvements to help with getting
older.
Keeley Jolly, National Sales Manager at
the Archwood Group, is energized by the
business prospects for timber mouldings:
“Mouldings are a core category sometimes
taken for granted. As suppliers it’s up to us to
get customers engaged afresh with products
and show what you can do with them.
Handrails are one example. With a growing
elderly population, handrails are going to be
good business for those who promote them.”
“Richard Burbidge offer boxed handrail kits

Pic: Metsä Wood

Pic: Laver’s Banova
plywood

for easy installation in a choice of timbers and
finishes. Yet there are elderly people who
don’t want the visibility of a handrail. As an
alternative you could possibly use a Pig’s Ear
moulding as a steadying rail around the house
to help keep an elderly person mobile in their
own home,” Archwood’s Keeley Jolly adds.
An innovative form of plywood could also
play a significant role in helping elderly people,
says Arnold Laver’s Panel Products Category
Manager and Birmingham Depot director, Terry
Palmer: “We were first attracted to Banova
FSC®-certified Balsawood plywood because
of its strength to weight ratio of around
225-250kg per cubic metre. It’s one of the
strongest and lightest panel products in the
world. Balsawood grows almost like a weed in
Ecuador, and with its FSC® certification makes
ideal use of a natural resource. Its light weight
and strength lend themselves particularly to
applications for the elderly and their carers.”

Slip-resistant
decking for outside
areas will also be of
assistance, not just
at home but also
in public places,
as Nigel McKillop,
Metsä Wood UK Sales
Director, details: “Our
WalkSure is made with
a rubber compound
insert which bonds
strongly with the timber. With the expansion
of elderly care homes, WalkSure could open
new markets for merchants.” Many other TTF
members supply anti-slip decking in different
forms, featuring aggregate strips or inserts.
“Wood is an ever-changing innovative
product,” says David Hopkins, CEO of the
Timber Trade Federation. “With the number
of people aged 65 and over set to rise, our
members are looking to create new products
that respond to the changing demographic,
ultimately providing Timber you can Trust.”

Wood science up front
Will Frost: Intelligence

International Timber are putting wood
science and technology up front in launching
their new ‘Intelligence’ brand, providing
information on suitable timber species as well
as products, and creating inventive solutions to
timber problems posed by customers.

“We want to expand minds and expand
service by underlining just what you can do
with timber,” says Will Frost, National Product
Manager for the company’s new ‘Intelligence’
brand. “Traditionally timber knowledge has
been held across the supply chain. Replacing
valuable knowledge as older workers retire
is both a challenge and an opportunity. At
International, with our in-depth knowledge
of different timber species’ properties and
performance, and the new methods of
achieving end users’ desired outcomes, we feel
it’s time to add a knowledge-based service to
compliment our product supply.”
International has trained a team of timber
product champions to find solutions to
identified needs. “Take Oak as an example,”
Will Frost continues. “Shortages and global
demand are pushing up oak prices and
reducing supply. Our Intelligence team experts
can provide alternative suggestions, such as

covering a timber of similar performance with
an Oak lamination, giving a product which
achieves the customer’s desired outcomes but
possibly at a better price, and with greater
potential availability.”
International Timber says it has identified
increasing interest from the merchant sector
in providing their customers with solutions:
“We can reconfigure timber using modern
technologies and alternative species, which
means the merchant need never lose a sale,”
Will Frost says. “We’re here to use our wood
science knowledge to help find the right
solution and provide greater education and
understanding to the marketplace.”
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WOOD MARKETS: BUILDERS

KNOWLEDGE BUILDS
RELATIONSHIPS

B

uilders love their wood. Even in today’s
digital construction age, they can still
be found employing critical choice
when going through the timber
racks. The appearance and functionality of
the finished project is, after all, what builds
or breaks their reputation. A new level of
sophistication in marketing building-related
‘services’, such as bespoke joinery and kitchens,
weighed against the skills shortage in carpentry
and joinery, are presenting challenges to SME
builders.
Offering add-on services, in addition to
general building work, is increasing the
range of activities amongst the over 8,000
members of the Federation of Master Builders
(FMB). They also face competition from new
players in the marketplace, such as Opun,
a project design and build management
service acquired recently by the John Lewis
Partnership. Knowledge is thus becoming a key
differentiator in successfully targeting a slice of
the annual growth in RMI of 1.5% and 2% in
public and private housing work predicted by
the Construction Skills Network for 2018-22.
We find out how a builder, a merchant, and
some of the TTF’s merchant sector suppliers, are
pushing forward with the timber knowledge
economy.

The builder
Surveys by the Federation of Master Builders
have shown that 60% of members are
struggling to recruit enough carpenters and
joiners for their business. This puts extra stress
on builders’ time when dealing with ordering
timber, but adds extra value to the timber
knowledge offered by builders’ merchants, as
FMB member Deepak Singh Udassi, managing
director of City Lofts London, explains: “Due
to the nature of our building work, we don’t
often need to go to a merchant to select stock
for ourselves. We’ve built relationships with
reliable local merchants over time. We have our
quantities and buying list worked out, and we
tend to place orders over the ‘phone and have
materials delivered direct to site.
“When we do have to use a different
merchant, we opt for the independents first if
we can,” Deepak Singh Udassi relates. “They
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With the CITB Construction Skills Network reporting
that over 3,000 wood tradespeople are needed each
year for the next five years to cope with demand,
wood skills and knowledge are at a premium. This
presents opportunities for merchants to build deeper
relationships with their SME builder customers by
demonstrating the depth of their own wood expertise.
earn their keep through their knowledge, so
we find we get much better advice than at
local branches of national merchant chains. The
staff at the independent which we use regularly
really know their timber. They are the driver for
expanding our knowledge of new products and
materials - and their enthusiasm is catching.”
At the time of the FMB’s Q2 State of the
Trade survey, three-quarters of builders were
anticipating further increases in materials
prices in coming months. Deepak Singh Udassi
concurs: “Since the Brexit vote, we have seen
prices rise across the spectrum of materials:
insulation, though, has risen in price much
more than timber, even though most timber
comes in from abroad. We’ve not experienced
a lack of availability yet in day-to-day materials,

but lead times for more decorative timbers
such as Larch, Cedar and Maple have definitely
increased. Merchants also carry less stock
than they used to so usually we’re not able
immediately to find supplies of more specialist
materials.”

The merchant
Timber knowledge is often used by builders as
an indicator of a merchant’s overall expertise
and customer service. Ensuring that merchant
staff are up to speed on all things timber
is therefore key to exploiting the profitable
opportunities which the category provides.
“We’ve recognised the importance of timber
knowledge in driving our business,” says
Paul Pennick, Timber Product Manager at
Merchants at Metsä Wood’s Academy
visit a production line

WOOD MARKETS: BUILDERS

Left: Conversion by City
Lofts, London

MKM Building Supplies. “Over the past two
years we’ve evolved our own staff training
programme called ‘Serious about Timber’,
which also acts as a marketing platform for our
branches.”
Highlighting timber’s direct contribution to
business profitability is a key aspect of the MKM
staff programme, Paul Pennick details: “We
identified the prospect of doing better business
on timber in tandem with the branch-level
knowledge gaps and set about bringing the two
together. Key to our training programme is the
first section, which focuses on the commerciality
of timber within our business, plus why and how
wood products contribute to profitability. We
follow this with specific modules on products
that we sell, from softwoods to hardwoods,
internal to external products. We’ve also recently
enhanced our training on engineered timber
components. Additional modules are provided
in conjunction with suppliers and we encourage
staff to undertake some of the Wood Campus
training too.”
Paul Pennick explains that only about 5%
of timber learning is online: “MKM has its
own dedicated Learning Centre, but 80% of
learning actually takes place in branches. Part
of our programme gives staff an overview
of all the timber-related job roles, from
working in the yard to sales and deliveries.
MKM’s ‘Serious about Timber’ programme
has inspired some participants to take their
learning further, visiting suppliers and looking
at the total timber supply chain from cradle to
grave. It’s most definitely improved sales with
existing customers: we are able to sell them
a wider range of products, and with greater
confidence,” Paul Pennick says.
Part of that wider range of products reflects
the add-on service that many builders are
now offering to householders, as MKM’s Paul
Pennick relates: “In our experience, builders
very much know what they want when they
come to buy. We’ve diversified our range of

timber products to match their expanding
work roles: many are now installing kitchens
and doing joinery work as well as traditional
refurbishments and extensions.
“We’ve made a move towards what we
call ‘van stock’: length-packaged material
designed to fit in the builder’s van. This has the
secondary benefit of reducing health & safety
risk to staff and customers, who may try to cut
down longer lengths.”
Do builders understand the reasons for
recent timber price rises? “Most builders have
acknowledged the price rises coming through
in timber, but without fully grasping the backstory of global supply and demand pressures.
They still want to buy as cheaply as possible yet
prices are rising all the time. It’s a challenging
environment for both builders and merchants
alike,” concludes MKM’s Paul Pennick.

The suppliers
With the timber category representing
almost a quarter of a builders’ merchant’s
turnover, TTF member suppliers are keen to
assist their merchant customers. SCA Wood
UK has recently launched a new Timber
Smart training programme: “Training is timeconsuming and can be costly. These factors
put a lot of companies off providing product
training as they can’t afford staff to be out
of the business on courses,” says Head of
Sales Toby Lewis. “SCA’s new Timber Smart
training initiative is delivered in-branch by
our team in 30-minute bursts of easy to
digest information, giving a basic overview
of a variety of timber products and topics.
When one of our team visits a merchant on
subsequent sales calls they can then deliver the
next instalment of the training, and pass on
their valuable insights.
“Trusting your people with an
understanding of the business and of their role
in developing it further should be the starting
point for moving forward. We passionately

believe that businesses which make the effort
to train their employees on timber and product
knowledge will gain a viable return,” says SCA
Wood UK’s Toby Lewis.
Since its inception in 2001, over 2,000
builders merchants have received timber
training through the Metsä Wood Timber
Academy. It offers training at merchants’
premises and at its dedicated facilities in
Boston, Lincolnshire. Workbook-based training
is followed by a two-day intensive session at
the Academy in Boston. Delegates cover a wide
range of topics from timber distortions and
defects to grading, storage and presentation,
plus methods of calculating timber quantities.
Site tours are also included, so merchants’
trainees can see timber products being
manufactured.
Arbor Forest Products also offer a workbookbased training scheme, with successful
trainees then receiving further training at
Arbor’s New Holland site, one of the biggest
timber importing and processing sites in the
country, with adjacent state-of-the-art MDF
manufacturing facilities. Other TTF members
also offer training for merchants, sometimes
using independent training consultancies. The
transmission of profitable timber knowledge
is fundamental to building relationships
throughout the supply chain, and to providing
builders with Timber they can Trust.
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WOOD MARKETS: JOINERY
Pic: Brooks Bros’ Brooks Tech

JOINTING TO
NEW MARKETS

With timber being the most profitable category for most merchants, it makes good
business sense to seek out every opportunity for connecting to wood-using markets
beyond the traditional builder. We take a fresh look at joinery and shopfitting, and
how merchants can best serve these markets.

W

ith an estimated turnover
of £3.8 billion joinery is an
active section of the market
for wood and wood products.
Traditional joiners, producing windows,
doors, stairs and bespoke and heritage work,
represent one segment of the joinery market,
with over 5,000 of their businesses belonging
to the British Woodworking Federation (BWF).
Other major wood-users are shopfitters, many
being members of the National Association
of Shopfitters (NAS). What are such potential
customers looking for in terms of wood
product supply, and how can merchants find a
good business place in their supply chain?
How do shopfitters purchase timber and
wood products, and what do they most need
from merchants? “With some architects
and specifiers, shopfitters get no choice on
timber, laminate or veneer supplier, as it
will be detailed in the specification,” reports
Vaughn Chopping, former NAS President and
Pic: Lathams Shinnoki Milk Oak
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Director at Target Shopfitters. “When we’re
working under our own auspices, however,
we much prefer being able to get our dayto-day needs, like battening and plywoods,
and our decorative surfaces, from a single
source. Sustainably-sourced timber is also an
absolute essential in the shopfitting business.
If the timber or wood product is not certified
to a recognised scheme like FSC® then NAS
members won’t entertain it,” he adds.

Quality issues
Timber quality is also an issue which concerns
today’s shopfitters, according to Vaughn
Chopping: “Our members have noticed that
timber quality has gone down over the past
10-12 years: it’s not what it was. There are
too many knots in some timbers, which means
more wastage for us when we use it, thus
more remedial time spent dealing with it. Both
can impact on NAS members’ profitability,”
Vaughn Chopping says.

Quality has also been an issue in traditional
joinery, as Alastair Chown, Managing Director
of Sashless Windows reveals: “Quality used
to be much more of a lottery when we
were buying sawn European Redwood, but
since laminated components came in there
is at least consistency. The Wood Window
Alliance fact-finding visit to Sweden’s wood
producers a couple of years ago increased
understanding between producers and window
manufacturers, with a view to clarifying the
range of section sizes most useful to our
businesses.”
Why have laminated wood components
become so popular across the joinery sector
in recent years? Tom Ford, who manages
Brooks Bros’ engineered range, Brooks Tech,
explains: “Some old-school joiners still prefer
to purchase rough-sawn material and convert
it to the sizes they need. They find it a flexible
though more time-consuming arrangement,
as they can utilise offcuts for beadings and
the like. With experienced older joiners
retiring, younger joiners are looking at ways to
streamline manufacturing, cutting the time it
takes to make a product and cutting waste into
the bargain. Laminated timber components
offer dimensional consistency and reduce
wastage. These products are effectively semifinished, speeding up the production process.
Laminated products can also offer consistent
quality. At Brooks Brothers we have an extra
layer of quality control as our staff check every
turned laminated order before it goes out,”
Tom Ford details.
James Latham has also launched its own
range of engineered wood products for joiners,
called WoodEx. Andy Duffin, Timber Director
at James Latham Timber, shares their business
reasoning: “Joiners like to use laminated
sections as they get a very consistent density,
reduced movement, improved stability and
less waste. The use of laminated components
has grown substantially over the last decade.
In softwood, they now comprise 80% of the

WOOD MARKETS: JOINERY
Pic: Sashless Windows

Pic: CP Timber (left)

market and are growing fast in hardwoods too.
Laminated Oak, Sapele and Red Grandis are
some of the most popular hardwoods.”

Laminated hardwoods
Yet laminated components can present
challenges to users: “One of those difficulties is
moisture content,” Alastair Chown of Sashless
Windows reports. “Traditionally for window
manufacture, sawn softwood moisture content
was around 13-16%. Laminated timber has a
moisture content of 9-10%, which can cause
problems. Also the placement of heartwood,
sapwood and different grain patterns within
the lamels could be arranged more logically,
adjacent to each other. This would enable
better weathering of the finished window.
We’d also prefer the same amount of, for
example, heartwood, on each face.”
Are hardwood laminated components as
established as laminated softwoods in the
joinery sector? “We buy hardwoods on a job
by job basis and that’s usually either Oak or to
a much lesser extent Sapele. We haven’t yet
fully evaluated whether laminated hardwood
components could be cost-effective for us,”
Alastair Chown continues. “We work with our

suppliers to achieve the most cost-effective
supply whether that’s a sawn or a laminated
product.”
Brooks Bros’ Tom Ford concurs with Alaistair
Chown’s interest in Oak and Sapele: “We have
a big demand for laminated Oak components
and, increasingly, laminated Sapele. We’ve
investigated laminating other species but
these two species offer the best cost-benefit
ratios for joinery customers. Laminated Sapele
components are very popular as they produce a
much superior finish when painted than some
lesser hardwoods.
“With staircases, we are finding that joiners
are using solid oak for treads but are using
laminated Oak on the strings,” Tom Ford
continues. “We also produce laminated Oak
newels of different kinds. One of our newels
with a 10mm Oak face and mitred corners, if
finished with a decorative cap, doesn’t show
any signs that it’s in fact laminated.”
“Another engineered product which has
vastly grown its market share is finger-jointed
Accoya,” says Latham’s Andy Duffin. “It’s
affecting the market for standard Tulipwood
and Sapele. Accoya is already a very stable
product, but combine that with, say, a
laminated Oak face and you gain the best of
both worlds.”

Rough-sawn: Still valued
With so much attention devoted to laminated
components, are traditional sawn joinery
timbers still valued? According to Mark Sanz,
General Manager at CP Timber, the market
for rough-sawn joinery grades is still very

much alive: “Although laminated components
have made great strides over recent years, the
majority of our business is still in supplying
rough-sawn timbers,” he affirms. “With many
joiners involved in one-off bespoke work, it’s
easier for them to buy in rough-sawn material
and convert it according to their needs. There’s
also a price advantage. Every step along the
engineered timber path has its cost, so for
those who know how to make the best of
sawn timber there’s definitely an advantage to
buying it.
“The generations are turning in the joinery
sector. Businesses are being wound up as
people retire, rather than being sold on,
so the knowledge-base is changing,” adds
CP Timber’s Mark Sanz. “Younger joiners
want timbers that will slot quickly into their
manufacturing. The quality of joinery timbers
has also been changing over the years, with
customers wanting to reduce remedial work
and minimise waste. Take American Walnut
for example. The old-fashioned FAS grade
could allow a certain amount of knots, splits
and wane, but today the grading of Walnut is
much enhanced.”

Knowledge advantage
Understanding the joiner’s or shopfitter’s
business priorities is key to serving this market,
says Dan Mahoney, Group Product Manager
for veneered panels at James Latham: “One
of the bottlenecks in the workshop is often
the spray booth. Offering a product which
is pre-lacquered, such as the Decospan
Shinnoki panels, saves a shopfitter time and
therefore cost. Such value-added products
don’t necessarily need to be a stock item but
merchants can make their customers aware
that they are able to supply it. We offer
brochures and samples if merchants wish to
build their reputation with shopfitters.”
Understanding the influences on ordering
patterns is also worthwhile, says Tom Ford at
Brooks Bros: “Business-wise, fewer smaller
joiners are ordering packs to hold for stock.
They are relying on regular deliveries from
suppliers like Brooks Brothers, moving to a
more frugal just-in-time ordering pattern by
ordering per job. This is because timber prices
are rising constantly, so joiners are able to
price each job at an appropriate cost to the
customer. It reduces their ‘risk’ from stockholding.”
TTF members have, between them, a wealth
of similar business and timber knowledge to
share with merchants. Ask your supplier for
help in jointing Timber you can Trust to new
potential customers in the joinery sector.
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WOOD MARKETS: KITCHENS
International Decorative Surfaces’ Evolve range

TURNING UP THE
HEAT ON GROWTH
Wood products come in many guises. The latest
growth area for merchants is the kitchen market, said
to be worth around £4 billion a year. Wood products
are playing a central part in heating up growth in the
marketplace.

M

arket analysts have recorded
that new kitchen installations
in 2016 stood at 1.2 million for
the year. Timber and timberbased products, already a profitable category
for merchants, form the backbone of British
kitchens, from worktops to units, battening
to decorative surfaces. With new-builds
and owner-occupier refurbishments fuelling
continuing expansion, and annual growth
estimates of between 5-7.5% in recent years
to 2017, kitchens offer many merchants a new
way to add value to their offering to the local
building trade.

Worth the investment?
Timber and builders’ merchants, MGM
Timber in Scotland, have seen what business
development director Grant Wilson describes
as “significant growth” from devoting
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concentrated investment and resources to this
category: “Previously our trade customer base
were buying a range of materials from us to
create new kitchens, but not buying the actual
kitchens. We realised there was potential here
for adding value to our business and to our
relationship with tradespeople,” MGM’s Grant
Wilson says.
“Our preferred route to market is through
the tradesman,” he continues. “We have
installed kitchen showrooms, where tradesmen
can bring or send their clients, in eight of our
13 branches. We plan to eventually equip
all of them,” Grant Wilson confirms. “We
saw the potential back in 2013 and sought
to align ourselves with high-quality kitchen
manufacturer, German-based Bauformat/
Burger. We decided to specialise rather than
generalise: we’ve trained up kitchen design
specialists, created kitchen studios in-branch,

and invested in design software.
“Customers are looking for quality, bespoke
kitchens from a name they can trust; that’s
where the real growth potential exists,” he
continues. “High-end kitchens are not a DIY
product. They require commitment by the
merchant, but the rewards are well worth the
investment. The current trend is in kitchens
which extend into the garden, offering
merchants even more business potential. We
sit with customers investigating their ‘wish list’
for the ideal kitchen, and design around their
budgets and needs,” MGM’s Grant Wilson
adds.
“At the other end of the supply chain, our
staff go to Germany each year to see new
product initiatives: our supplier for example
changes door fronts each year to match
design trends. There have been significant
price rises for basic materials such a chipboard
and particleboard, but by offering complete
kitchens we are not as subject to the same kind
of rises being felt on these products in the rest
of the trade,” affirms MGM’s Grant Wilson.
“Offering kitchens is definitely an opportunity
to enhance our margins.”

Temperature reading
How can a merchant initially take the
temperature of the kitchen timber products
market? Product-wise, kitchen worktops
can be a good place to start, and there are
ways and means around displays for those
merchants with limited space in-branch,
according to Emily King, Retail Representative
at International Decorative Surfaces (IDS):
“Hand samples are one of the easiest ways
of showing customers worktop ranges and
are generally large enough to give the feel
and texture of the décor. Alternatively if there
is enough space on a trade desk, a worktop
display helps bring the product to life,” Emily
King says.
Dave Watson, Decorative Sales Manager
at Meyer Timber’s Tilbury depot, adds that
communication with customers is key:
“Consumers visit kitchen showrooms for
inspiration but merchants should make sure
they communicate their offering directly to
builders. That’s where the purchasing decisionmaking is often centred, matching householder
budgets to realities. Suppliers like Meyer
Timber offer a full range of merchant back-up,
from samples to literature and training.
However merchants need no longer hold big
stocks, as we offer a 24-hour delivery service.”
Emily King agrees that merchants who are
pro-active in communicating their offering
will see the benefit, and says suppliers are
ready to help: “Via IDS, manufacturers will
support a merchant with a wall mounting or
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free standing worktop stand, allowing the end
user to make their worktop choice,” Emily
King states. “The stands showcase the sizes,
features and benefits of each décor, with
sample blocks complimented by a brochure
showing lifestyle images. To help a merchant
become more confident in selling worktops,
IDS offer a full training package and support
on merchant trade days,” Emily King adds.
Construction market specialists, AMA
Research, forecast that the 2018 kitchen
market is looking “moderately positive, with
good growth anticipation into the mediumlonger term”. IDS’s Emily King feels merchants
should snap up opportunities for businessbuilding: “If a local builder is equipping a small
development and a merchant is supplying the
timber, then a worktop is an added value and
margin-enhancing sale. Suppliers like IDS, with
its national logistics and 24-48 hr offering,
can enhance the service reputation of any

merchant by ensuring a smooth delivery.”
Where are design trends heading in kitchen
worktops? Meyer Timber’s Dave Watson is
seeing a trend to thinner worktop profiles
but adds that location often dictates which
products are likely to be more popular with a
merchant’s customers: “Solid timber worktops,
although quite high maintenance, are more
popular in the countryside. In urban areas,
more ‘funky’ worktops are in demand for
smaller-space living - attractive surfaces with
thinner profiles such as our Zenith 12.5mm
range from Wilsonart,” Dave Watson says.

Pic: Meyer Timber

Designing sales
“Square edges are also winning out over
rounder profiles, and neutrals are taking over
from highly-coloured surfaces. While greys
and charcoals are in vogue, white is regaining
popularity, but not as a budget colour.
“We’re also seeing a trend towards more
natural-looking textured surfaces, for example
laminates with the impression of knotty wood
in the surface,” Meyer Timber’s Dave Watson
affirms. “Super-matt finishes which don’t
show finger-prints, are coming in, moving
away from the high gloss designs of recent
times. Merchants may feel reticent about trying
these new ideas, but you only need a market
research visit to the KBB (Kitchens, Bedrooms &
Bathrooms) Show to see where interior decor
is heading.”
IDS’s Emily King agrees that merchants
should look beyond the conventional 40mm
high pressure laminate (HPL ) worktop:
“The trend is very much moving to thinner
worktops, whether they are in traditional HPL
(20mm-22mm) or in compact 12.5mm. The
look and feel of some of these surfaces are
aspirational and give an affordable alternative
to real quartz and stone,” Emily King relates.

Inclusive future

Pic: MGM Timber

A report from AMA Research in June this year
cited ‘inclusive inter-generational’ kitchens as
an expanding market, registering growth of
4% in 2017. Meyer’s Dave Watson concurs
with the potential for further growth in the
inclusive kitchens field in years to come:
“Kitchens are now seen as family spaces, with
safety and accessibility, including for those in
wheelchairs and elderly relatives, built into the
design of surfaces and units.”
Researchers are predicting that, even in postBrexit Briatin, the kitchens & bathrooms market
is likely to grow in value by 16% from its 2017
level of approximately £4 billion over the next
five years. Kitchens - and the trusted timber
products which form their backbone - will
therefore continue to be a solid performer for
merchants.
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WOOD MARKETS: LOFT CONVERSIONS

EXTRA ROOM
FOR BUSINESS?
Studies for the Nationwide Building Society have found that adding a loft
conversion to a home can add more than £42,000 to the value of an average
property. With Brexit uncertainties encouraging many homeowners to
extend rather than move, loft conversions are increasingly popular. How can
merchants profitably service this market?

A

dding a loft conversion which
incorporates a double bedroom
and a bathroom apparently can
add more than 20% to the value
of a three-bedroom, one-bathroom house, the
Nationwide’s survey revealed. With additional
impetus provided by the rental market in
towns and cities, it’s no wonder that builders
are making the most of this source of income
in the traditionally more quiet months over
winter.
Some builders have developed a reputation
for servicing this growing market, like City
Lofts London, members of the Federation
of Master Builders. They offer homeowners
an end-to-end design and build service on
loft conversions, and also undertake new
kitchens. “The Stamp Duty payable these
days when moving virtually pays for a loft
extension, so extending is a popular choice,”
says Managing Director Deepak Singh Udassi.
City Lofts London monitor market trends and
requirements to help market their services:
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“Two of the primary reasons for loft extensions
in London are homeowners choosing to stay
put instead of move, and families’ needs for
extra space as children grow up,” he adds.
Room-in-the-roof (RIR) conversions are also
adding to the private rental housing stock. The
government’s 2016-17 English Housing Survey
revealed the proportion of those aged 25-34
now living in private rented accommodation
to be 46% (up from 27% a decade ago),
plus a reduction of about a quarter in homeownership amongst 35-44 year-olds. Some
29% of that age group are now renting
privately. The case for builders augmenting
normal seasonal work with RIR conversions
is compelling, and could therefore offer
merchants a new route to greater sales.

Understand the process
The first step in helping merchants to
benefit from any extra room for business is
to understand the RIR process and then the
products. The key piece of advice for builder

Pics: City Lofts London

or homeowner customers is firstly to engage
a structural engineer, says Nick Boulton, Chief
Executive of the Trussed Rafter Association:
“There needs to be sufficient support for
the roof battens and tiles, and that requires
an engineer’s expertise to calculate. Trussed
rafters must never be cut, notched or drilled,”
he cogently affirms.
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“It’s possible that existing trusses will
need to be completely replaced to maintain
structural integrity of the roof. Fink trusses,
which have the normal W shape, may need to
be replaced with specific Attic trusses, which
open up the space while still supporting the
roof and facilitating room-space. Depending on
the merchant’s location and type of customer,
there could also be a business case for stocking
a range of alternative engineered solutions in
the form of glulam or LVL structural beams,
additional I-joists, or metal web joists,” TRA’s
Nick Boulton says.
Which design styles are popular in the
RIR conversion market? “The ‘New York
apartment’ style is currently in vogue with
people wanting the look of exposed beams,”
Deepak Singh Udassi of City Lofts London
reports. “We can’t do that under Building
Regulations Part B, so we’re developing ways
to mimmick the look of exposed beams, but
below the properly constituted actual roof.”

Extra strength
If the loft was previously only used for
household storage, additional timber beams
and joists may need adding. As weight can
be an issue with RIR extensions, using an
engineered wood product such as Kerto®
beams and Finnjoist I-beams can give the
builder lighter yet stronger options, as Metsä
Wood’s Sales Director for Construction, Matt
Collins, explains: “Kerto® LVL or LVL-S beams
are Laminated Veneered Lumber, which is
exceptionally strong, dimensionally stable and
will not shrink. With Kerto® LVL’s strength
it’s possible to use a shallower beam and at a
steeper angle, giving valuable extra headroom
in a limited space.”
Kerto® LVL also forms the flanges on
Metsä Wood’s Finnjoist I-beams: “Instead of
using regular joists between steels in the roof
space, a lesser number of stronger Finnjoists
can be used,” adds Matt Collins. How can
merchants access these products and learn
more? “Our network of distributors can break
bulk for the merchant, allowing the merchant
to access smaller quantities likely to be useful
to local builders. Our distributors can also
help merchants to better understand the
opportunities offered by these higher-value
products, as can our technical sales team at our
UK headquarters,” says Matt Collins.

Panels, stairs and doors
Once the roof structure is settled, which
panel products should merchants investigate
to benefit from the business potential of the
internal work? “To protect the reputation of
your business, you should consider updating
the advice you give to builders, encouraging

them towards flame-retardant products for
their internal extension and refurbishment
works,” says Medite SmartPly’s Head of
Marketing & Brand, Stuart Devoil. “In these
days of much greater fire awareness, major
timber distributors to the merchant trade now
keep flame-retardant products, like SmartPly
FR/FR Build OSB3, as part of their core stock.”
SmartPly’s FR/FR BUILD OSB3 is
manufactured using Zeroignition® Solution,
a water based, eco-friendly flame retardant,
added to the wood flakes during panel
manufacturing. This ensures that the fire
performance is maintained even when the
panel is cut, nailed or screwed into place. It
can be used for roofing, flooring and wall
sheathing, and answers the three essential
needs in any loft conversion: strength, moisture
resistance and flame retardance.
Stairs and fire doors for RIR conversions
are also of key importance, especially where
the stairway is the main route of escape in
the event of fire. The British Woodworking
Federation (BWF) launched an updated stair
installation guide this spring, which merchants
can signpost to their customers.
With fire doors, correct installation is critical.
In addition to its involvement in the recent Fire
Door Safety Week, the BWF, in partnership
with NPTC Group of Colleges, has also
launched Britain’s first fire door installation
qualification. For experienced tradespeople,
a 2-3 day course with assessment option is
available. On achieving Unit 358 ‘Installing fireresisting timber door assemblies and doorsets
in the workplace’ it can then be displayed
on the reverse of the builder’s CSCS card, to
show their competence for this type of work.
Merchants can demonstrate their affinity with
you builders customers by making them aware
of the qualification, and pointing them to
information on the BWF’s website at www.
bwf.org.uk.

Further added value
The last area for value-added sales for
merchants seeking to exploit the RIR market is
timber flooring. “The type of sub-floor dictates
how and what type of flooring can be fitted,”
says Rob Eckersley, General Manager at TTF
member The Solid Wood Flooring Company.
“If the flooring is going to be fitted directly to
the joists, a 20mm thick board will be needed.
If there are already floorboards (or chipboard
panels) installed, a thinner engineered wood
flooring can be used. We usually suggest
fully bonding the floorboards where possible.
However, the fitter may opt for the use of
an acoustic underlay in loft conversions. The
contractor will no doubt take noise dampening
into account in the build.

Pic: Metsä Wood
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“We’d recommend an engineered flooring
product for RIR conversions as they can easily
tolerate the temperature fluctuations likely
to occur in the space,” Rob Eckersley reveals.
“Engineered flooring also allows longer
lengths and wider spans. Oaks, Walnuts and
Maples are currently the most favoured. It’s
important that a suitable finish be chosen;
our own formula for UV Oiled finishes is ideal
as it enables spills to be cleared up more
easily, giving the finished look of traditional
oiled floorboards but with the ‘easy-to-clean’
properties expected of a lacquer treatment.”
Research from peer-to-peer lender Zopa
revealed that loft conversions create an
average 70% return on investment for the
homeowner. Extending the sale of Timber you
can Trust into this new and potentially lucrative
category could well provide merchants with
extra room for business.
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WOOD MARKETS: MOULDINGS

CELEBRATING
DIFFERENCE
It’s been recognised that voice assistants, like Amazon’s Alexa and other forms of
computer-aided voice recognition technology, are beginning to soften the edges of
regional accents around the UK. Is the same true of timber mouldings? Do we still
celebrate difference or are moulding patterns becoming increasingly standardised?

F

rom October through to February,
builders are busy with interior repair and
refurbishment jobs. It’s traditionally one
of the best annual selling periods for
timber mouldings. For many years the timber
trade has been looking at how, and whether,
moulding patterns should or could become more
standardised across the country. On one side,
a more standard range is easier for merchants
to focus on and to stock in the racks. On the
other, keeping a wider range, and being able to
respond to regional variations, is seen by some
as a business opportunity.
There’s also the matter of language, which
can still differ north to south, and even within
regions. “What’s known in the south as PTGV
is still sometimes called SWMB – single work
matchboard – in the Midlands,” says Phil
McCormick, Managing Director at Nicks Timber
in Gloucestershire.

North-South divide
Does the reputed north-south divide in timber
mouldings still exist? Barry Stimpson, Group
Auditor of nationwide timber merchants and
distributors Arnold Laver, feels it
does: “We offer a range of
regional stock patterns
for the southern
market which differ from
the traditional patterns in
the north. Shiplap will
predominantly be
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a half lap profile in the south with a T&G profile
in the north. From a quality perspective, we will
also offer our mouldings from a higher quality
unsorted board in the south to ensure the
customer can achieve the best finish.”
The variety of machined timber products also
varies north to south, Barry Stimpson adds: “In
the north, treated timber spout (guttering),
machined Quebec Yellow Pine for pattern
makers and rustic furniture, and rebated door
casings are all products which can still be found,
but they’re completely absent in the south.”

Time and tides
History has played its part in the development
of timber mouldings and their array of regional
variations, as Mark Bowers, Commercial Director
at James Donaldson Timber, relates: “Mouldings
are one of those categories which go with the
flow of interior fashions. For many years patterns
like Torus and Ogee have

been staples of the trade. Ogee is gradually
becoming less popular, along with older patterns
like Ovolo, Lamb’s Tongue, and some of the
more complex Victorian profiles. Yet with the
age of Britain’s housing stock, all of them have
their place in refurbishments and repairs. Cities
like London and Bath for example, have a high
proportion of older houses so there remains a
demand for matching patterns.”
This certainly rings true across the south
east of England, where county councils such
as Kent have acknowledged an above-average
proportion of older housing. Across the River
Thames in Essex, Timber Trade Federation
merchant member Blumsom Timber encounters
sufficient demand that they offer an express
one-hour timber machining service on-site for
precise matching of old or antique hardwood
and softwood profiles for building restorations.
Pic: Snows Timber
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Same-day collection is also available.
“There is a common fallacy that suppliers
all maintain their own versions of, say, Torus,”
James Donaldson’s Mark Bowers continues.
“The reality is that as the pattern historically
moved across the country it did vary, but only
minimally: perhaps a slightly sharper shoulder
here, a slightly deeper scoop there. Similarly
there are slight differences in the presentation
of, for example, Bullnose and Chamfered &
Rounded. Visually, though, they can all be easily
identified wherever you are in the country.”

Toby Lewis continues. “If the skirting looks great,
it seals the customer’s perception of the rest of
the merchant’s range. With MDF challenging
traditional softwood mouldings sales, we must
make timber products match the key selling
points of MDF alternatives. At SCA Wood, we’re
continuously scouring mills across Europe to
find consistently high quality material for our
products. We’re also introducing a SmartTimber
range, which utilises advances in timber
technology such as finger-jointing, to rival the
minimal movement benefits of MDF.”

Diversity means business

Back to the future

Phil Jones, Sales Director North for Snows
Timber, believes that merchants also contribute
to the diversity within individual patterns:
“Effectively the marketplace dictates how many
different versions of mouldings are on offer.
Coming from a merchant background myself
I can understand why some of our merchant
customers ask us to machine their own particular
version of Torus. It makes it necessary for the
builder come back to that merchant in future, to
get the pattern matched.”
Figures from the English Housing Survey
confirm that almost a fifth of England’s housing
stock was built in the period from 1850 to
1918, when the use of highly intricate patterns
in skirtings, architraves and dado rails was at
its height. This rises to 37% of the national
housing stock taking in all periods up to 1944.
Some 39% of England’s housing stock was built
between 1945-1980.
Arnold Laver’s Barry Stimpson feels the ability
to produce mouldings which reflect both the
regional and historic aspects of British housing
is an asset in terms of customer service and
business development: “With machining facilities
at eight of our 12 main sites across country,
we can take a customer’s pattern, grind the
irons and machine to the exact profile in a
wide variety of materials. It enables builders to
distinguish themselves from their competitors.
It simultaneously increases our reputation
with builders, as we are often seen
to offer higher levels of
customer service”.

Pic: Laver’s Timber Spout Guttering
“We can process small to medium quantities
and special orders at eight locations, and
manufacture the larger quantities of stock and
house builders’ own patterns via our main
production facility at our Sheffield Mosborough
site, distributing them throughout the country
wherever they’re needed,” Barry Stimpson
continues. “Our machining facilities offer the
flexibility for us to be able to machine any
pattern in any material, from softwood to
hardwood, in standard and special patterns.”

Reducing mystique
The timber trade hasn’t helped itself over the
years by creating a mystique around timber
for timber mouldings. This needs to change to
match modern attitudes and modern builders,
feels Toby Lewis, Head of Sales at SCA Wood
UK: “To the tradesman, the timber trade’s
jargon on grades – A, B, Unsorted, Fifths and
so on – makes no sense at all. They just want
to pick up a piece of skirting and make a
judgement on whether it looks and feels like
good quality. We’ve therefore changed the way
we approach the market.
“Timber skirtings are the barometer of a
quality offering in a merchant’s yard,” SCA’s

Also looking into the future, Mark Bowers at
James Donaldson Timber, believes there will be
more mouldings, rather than less, to choose
from: “When dual-purpose skirtings came into
the market, the net effect was to reduce the
number of separate stock SKUs in merchant
yards, but simultaneously to increase stockturn. While the number of intricate patterns in
common demand have decreased over the past
20 years, the addition of new, contemporary
patterns has, if anything, increased the choice
available,” Mark Bowers says.
Arnold Laver’s Barry Stimpson agrees that
choice is now extensive: “Once mouldings have
been machined, there is also the option of
including either a primed, painted or lacquered
finish to the board. We also produce off the shelf
PSEs and mouldings in hardwoods. Customers
can therefore be guaranteed to find what they
want, be it softwood or hardwood, when they
visit an Arnold Laver depot. American White
Oak and Sapele are two examples of popular
hardwood species used for PSEs and mouldings
at our depots.
“Regional moulding patterns are alive and well
and are keeping our mills around the country
as busy as ever,” Arnold Laver’s Barry Stimpson
affirms. “From standard patterns to one off
customer specials, there will always be a market
for solid timber mouldings.”
Pic: James Donaldson Timber
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ALTERNATIVE THINKING
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GET STUCK IN TO GLULAM
According to recent BWF research, 67% of homeowners
want to have more wood in their homes. Some 47% also
said wood around the home made them ‘feel better’. It’s
thus no surprise that the visible feature of glulam beams
in extensions and refurbishments is on the rise.

L

ike the many lamellas which, glued
together, form strong glulam beams,
forward-thinking merchants can get
stuck into the layered supply chain and
harness this new source of business, using the
knowledge and capabilities of TTF member
suppliers.
The domestic-scale glulam market is certainly
growing: Södra Wood has seen its sales of
these products grow four-fold in five years.
Other major suppliers such as Setra Sales UK
are now holding stocks of glulam in the UK,
while Donaldson Timber Engineering offers a
glulam design service from offices across the UK.
Where best can merchants find a foothold in the
marketplace?
“Builders are using glulam beams to replace
steel ridge beams, also as purlins in the roof
structure, and for timber framing,” says Stuart
Hamer, General Manager of Glulam Timber
Engineering in Bristol. “Glulam lintels are now
also used extensively. We get a lot of enquiries
from builders for small glulam structures for
garden room extensions, or for posts and beams
for roof structures, such as above a swimming
pool. We often work with companies like Nicks
Timber to produce glulam components for
projects they are working on.”
TTF Member Nicks Timber sees its role as
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filling the sourcing and knowledge gap between
merchant and manufacturer, as managing
director Phil McCormick relates: “Most builders
presented with a request for glulam don’t know
where to get it and go to their local merchant.
If you’re presented with a request that sounds
impossible – perhaps a beam that seems
outsize - there’s no need to refuse the order.
Just start by taking the details and find a timber
specialist, like ourselves at Nicks Timber, and we
will do the work for you to fulfil the customer’s
demands.
“Glulam use has been on the up over the
last five years as architects seek to ‘build green’
and move away from steel,” Phil McCormick
at Nicks Timber continues. “Some architects
and home-owners are after a certain ‘industrial
look’, and glulam can fulfil that role. Builders
are less likely to seek out glulam suppliers
direct, particularly as they won’t have a credit
account with a new supplier.
“Using their local merchant, where they
already have an established credit line, is best
for them and gives the merchant an opportunity
to extend their sales and customer service,” Phil
McCormick asserts.
“Merchants can then utilise distributors
who will order, collect and deliver the glulam
to wherever it’s needed. We provide the

distribution network and the interface with
the glulam producer, taking the worry away
from the merchant. Specialist timber suppliers
like ourselves offer merchants the security of
knowing that the project will go well: we offer
a professional, technical service for everything
wood-related,” Phil McCormick affirms.
What are the main reasons behind the rise
of glulam in domestic refurbishments and
extensions? Phil McCormick of Nicks Timber says
that structural performance has undoubtedly
played a role: “Glulam is the nearest to steel
in terms of performance and offers an easy
option for proving structural calculations. There
are some cases, though, in which we wouldn’t
advise the use of glulam, for example where
solid timber beams are available in the size
required. Under those circumstances there’s no
need to involve the extra strength that glulam
provides.”
In today’s market a range of timber species
are being brought into the glulam fold, as Nicks’
Phil McCormick reveals: “It’s not simply Pine
and Spruce that can be used in glulam: Oak is
also popular. There are two types of Oak glulam
available: veneered Oak with a softwood core,
and solid Oak glulam. The advantage of the solid
product is stability, and aesthetically its lack of
the cracks, shakes and fissures that characterise
traditional sawn Oak.
“In terms of business prospects, glulam is a
product that merchants can make available to
builders without the need to hold stock – the
same as they do with roof trusses and I-beams.
But with the market growing at a steady rate,
merchants may wish to consider whether they
bring a range of sizes into stock and cut down as
required,” Phil McCormick concludes.

